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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Reduces door volume and increases usable living space by a whopping 50%.

Bellevue Architectural is proud to release the “Compack Living” door system by Celegon of Italy.
A revolutionary trackless door system that cuts door clearance requirements in half, maximizing the usable living space. Areas around 
doorways can now be redesigned to utilize this space. It does this by reducing door volume,  (the opening arc of the door is 50% smaller) 
thus increasing usable living space by 50%. 

Maximising usable living space is a challenge; we all want bigger rooms and more space to live in. Doors when open, can take up a large 
portion of living space, due to their opening arc; typically close to 1 meter of usable living space is lost - more for wider doors.  The “Com-
pack Living” system has been designed with this specific problem in mind. With no track to make noise, the operation of the Compack 
Living system is totally quiet.

When open the Compack Living 180 door folds in half and sits against the wall; reducing space needs by 50%. Using the Compack Living 
90; the door folds out and sits 90 degrees to the jamb, (similar to a bi-fold door, but without a bi-fold track). Compack Living installation 
saves money and time, as there are no bi-fold or sliding door tracks to install.

The absence of a track, the use of a traditional door handle, and the possibility of ether a 90° or 180° rotation are decisively innovative 
developments in folding doors. Compack Living is an innovative-patented technology that revolutionises the concept of the door. A tool 
which, even in the design phase, offers new alternatives to solve the age old problem of maximising usable living space. 

Suitable for doors up to 50 Kg, making it ideal for day to day domestic traffic as well as commercial and assisted living environments.  
Made 100% in Italy by Celegon, the Compack Living system is totally reliable; it has been tested to 100,000  opening and closing cycles.
Minimum door thickness 35mm, max door weight 50kg (both door leaves combined)

90°/180° OPENING  - TWO POSITIONS AND THOUSANDS OF SOLUTIONS THAT CREATE SPACE
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Image 1 shows a multi- roomed floor plan using doors with traditional hinges and opening arcs. Open doors reduce move-
ment space and can block space and can be a visible impasse. The doors become a problem.

Image 2 shows how, when using Compack Living 90, the doors are perpendicular to the wall and when using the Compack 
Living 180, the doors lie flat against the wall. Each system gives back significant usable space in the same surface area. No 
more conflicts between doors. No more movement blockages and wasted space. 

Image 1.

Image 2.
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Made 100% in Italy by Celegon, the Compack Living kit is complete. No other components are required, just BYO door and jamb. 

Designed for quick and simple installation, the Compack Living system is a cost effective and  totally reliable solution (tested to 100,000 
cycles). Compack Living, Ideal for todays modern living requirements. 
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Compack Living Configuration Options
Version 1. - Symmetric door leaves
In this scenario, you would use a single operational door handle on one side of the 
door and a recessed operational flush handle on the other in combination with the 
BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as standard with the kit.

To operate, use the lever as normal and pull the door open. On the other side, turn 
the operational flush handle and push the door open.

Version 2. - Asymmetric doors with handle leaf -100 to 0mm reduction 
In this scenario, you would use a single operational door handle on one side of the 
door and a recessed operational flush handle on the other in combination with the 
BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as standard with the kit.

To operate, use the lever as normal and pull the door open. On the other side, turn 
the operational flush handle and push the door open.

Version 1. - Symmetric door leaves
In this scenario, you would use a single operational door handle on one side of the 
door and a recessed operational flush handle on the other in combination with the 
BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as standard with the kit.

To operate, use the lever as normal and pull the door open. On the other side, turn 
the operational flush handle and push the door open.

Version 2.- Asymmetric doors with handle leaf 0 to + 50mm protrusion
In this scenario, you would use a single operational door handle on one side of the 
door and a recessed operational flush handle on the other in combination with the 
BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as standard with the kit.

The outer leaf sits between 0 and 50mm out past the jamb. To operate, use the 
lever as normal and pull the door open. On the other side, turn the operational flush 
handle and push the door open.

Version 3.- Asymmetric doors with handle leaf 0 to - 50mm reduction 
In this scenario, you would use a single operational door handle on one side of the 
door and a recessed operational flush handle on the other in combination with the 
BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as standard with the kit.

The outer leaf sits between 0 and -50mm back from the jamb. To operate, use the 
lever as normal and pull the door open. On the other side, turn the operational flush 
handle and push the door open.

Version 4. - Asymmetric doors with handle leaf 100 to + 150mm protrusion
In this scenario, you would use a normal operational set of door handles on both 
sides of the door in combination with the BL020 magnetic lock/ latch which come as 
standard with the kit.

The outer leaf sits between 100 and 150mm out past the jamb allowing you to use a 
normal set of handles. To operate, use the lever set as normal.

Version 5. - Asymmetric doors with handle leaf 150 to + 200mm protrusion
In this scenario, you would use a normal operational set of door handles on both 
sides of the door in combination with the BL020 magnetic lock/ latch.

The outer leaf sits between 100 and 150mm out past the jamb allowing you to use a 
normal set of handles. To operate, use the lever set as normal.

Flush Handle - Used on inside of active leaf used on all versions except 4 & 5
Operational flush handle (Round or Square) optionally available to order with kit

All 7 versions are suitable for doors that are RIGHT or LEFT handed.
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Compack Living 90 & 180 configuration possibilities for double doors  
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Significant world wide install base. The Ergon 
Living system is being used in a multitude of 
environments for a range of applications...

• WC doors
• WIR & Cupboards
• Pantries
• Bathrooms
• Office environments
• Assisted living environments
• Doors leading to narrow hallways
• Within small apartments etc...

Compack Living Quick Facts
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LA     = Door Leaf width
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LFM  = Wall opening width (LA + 110) variable with packing 
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Compack  Living 90 Jamb Swing Profile    

Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Designed for small, tight areas when space is at a premium. By positioning the door at 90 degrees relative to the wall, you gain back 
significant space and opportunity to make good small environments.
 
The amount of passage space, or walk through space, is determined by door thickness less jamb width i.e. door thickness (35mm mini-
mum), less the jamb opening width. Keep in mind that the door thickness is doubled when in the open position due to the concertina 
effect, 80mm less jamb opening width less 3- 5mm for spacing.

Keep in mind the type of door handles required based on the positions of the door leafs when open, lever, knob or flush handle on one 
or both side in combination. For more information please contact Bellevue Architectural. 

Symmetric Single Door with Passage width of 520mm
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Asymmetric single with kit "F60"
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LA     = Door Leaf width

LP     = Passage dimension (LA - 94)

LFM  = Wall opening width (LA + 110) variable with packing 

LS     = Door jamb opening (LA + 6) does not include stop

ES     = Outer jamb (LA + 70) = length of the upper crossbeam
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Designed for small, tight areas when space is at a premium. By positioning the door at 90 degrees relative to the wall, you gain back 
significant space and opportunity to make good small environments.
 
The amount of passage space, or walk through space, is determined by door thickness less jamb width i.e. door thickness (35mm mini-
mum), less the jamb opening width. Keep in mind that the door thickness is doubled when in the open position due to the concertina 
effect, 80mm less jamb opening width less 3- 5mm for spacing.

Keep in mind the type of door handles required based on the positions of the door leafs when open, lever, knob or flush handle on one 
or both side in combination. For more information please contact Bellevue Architectural. 

Compack  Living 90 Jamb Swing Profile    

Compack Living 90 & 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Asymmetric Single Door with Passage width of 426mm
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Asymmetric single with kit "F60"

LA = 520
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LA     = Door Leaf width

LP     = Passage dimension (LA - 94)

LFM  = Wall opening width (LA + 110) variable with packing 

LS     = Door jamb opening (LA + 6) does not include stop

ES     = Outer jamb (LA + 70) = length of the upper crossbeam
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Compack  Living 180 Jamb Swing Profile    

Compack Living 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Designed for small, tight areas when space is at a premium. By positioning the door at 180 degrees relative to the wall, you gain back 
significant space and opportunity to make good small environments.
 
The amount of passage space, or walk through space, is determined by door thickness less jamb width i.e. door thickness (35mm mini-
mum), less the jamb opening width. Keep in mind that the door thickness is doubled when in the open position due to the concertina 
effect, 80mm less jamb opening width less 3- 5mm for spacing.

Keep in mind the type of door handles required based on the positions of the door leafs when open, lever, knob or flush handle on one 
or both side in combination. For more information please contact Bellevue Architectural. 
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LA     = Door Leaf width

LP     = Passage dimension (LA - 12)

LFM  = Wall opening width ( LA + 110) variable with packing

LS     = Door jamb opening ( LA + 6) does not include stop

ES     = Outer jamb ( LA + 70) = length of the upper crossbeam

max. incursionjamb opeingpassage dimensiondoor leaf width 
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Symmetric Single Door with Passage width of 602mm
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Designed for small, tight areas when space is at a premium. By positioning the door at 180 degrees relative to the wall, you gain back 
significant space and opportunity to make good small environments.
 
The amount of passage space, or walk through space, is determined by door thickness less jamb width i.e. door thickness (35mm mini-
mum), less the jamb opening width. Keep in mind that the door thickness is doubled when in the open position due to the concertina 
effect, 80mm less jamb opening width less 3- 5mm for spacing.

Keep in mind the type of door handles required based on the positions of the door leafs when open, lever, knob or flush handle on one 
or both side in combination. For more information please contact Bellevue Architectural. 

Compack  Living 180 Jamb Swing Profile    

Compack Living 180 - Trackless Folding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments
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LEGEND

LA     = Door Leaf width

LP     = Passage dimension (LA - 12)

LFM  = Wall opening width (LA + 110) variable with packing 

LS     = Door jamb opening (LA + 6) does not include stop

ES     = Outer jamb (LA + 70) = length of the upper crossbeam

max. incursionjamb openingpassage dimensiondoor leaf width 

1076902 4071070
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Asymmetric Single Door with Passage width of 602mm
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Swing Sliding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

 Compack Living 90 & 180 kit Specification: How To Order

To specify or place an order for the Compack Living 90 & 180 kits, we need to be able to answer 3 questions.

1. Does the door to go all the way back and rest against the wall, or sit at 90 degrees from the wall ?
2. What is door leaf width ?
3. Which way does the door open, from the left or right ?

Having determined the required information, you can now select the correct kit as listed below.

Compack Living Door Kit - Max door weight 50Kg (combined leafs), min 35mm thick door
Each kit contains: 1 x Top Arm & bottom bracket, 1 x centre pivot bracket 1 x BL020 passage lock /latch

Compack Living 90 Kits - door sits at 90 degrees from the wall
BACLA60 (L or R) - passage opening of 520mm.
BACLA70 (L or R) - passage opening of 620mm.
BACLA80 (L or R) - passage opening of 720mm.
BACLA90 (L or R) - passage opening of 820mm.
BACLA10 (L or R) - passage opening of 920mm.

Compack Living 180 Kits - door sits at 180 degrees against the wall
BACLB60 (L or R) - passage opening of 602mm.
BACLB70 (L or R) - passage opening of 702mm.
BACLB80 (L or R) - passage opening of 802mm.
BACLB90 (L or R) - passage opening of 902mm.
BACLB10 (L or R) - passage opening of 1002mm.

It is possible to have an intermediate dimension, this is done by shortening the width of the door panel. This 
can be performed on site. Detailed information for this process is supplied in the installation instructions.

Flush Handle Options Available for Compack Living 90 & 180 Kits
D132A (CR, IS or IB) operational flush handle round
D128A (CR, IS or IB) operational flush handle square
MXXX - Olivari 1/2 operational lever or BYO 1/2 operation lever

Complete Kit: Door kit ready to ship.
For 1 doors opening 90 degrees with a leaf with of 820mm Left Hand opening & 1 x door opening 180 degrees 
with leaf of width of 902 Right Hand opening.

Example 
1 x BACLB9L - door leaf width of 820mm (includes BL020)
1 x BACLA10R - door leaf width of 920mm (includes BL020)
2 x D132ACR - operational flush handle round in chrome

For assistance in specifying and ordering, contact Bellevue Architectural on  Ph: +61 3 9571 5666 or email: info@bellevuearch.com.au

Australian Left (L)Australian Right (R)

Australian Left (L)Australian Right (R)

Australian Left (L)Australian Right (R)

Australian Left (L)Australian Right (R)

 Example 
   1 x BACLB9L - door leaf width of 820mm (includes BL020)
   1 x BACLB90R - door leaf width of 902mm (includes BL020)
   2 x D132ACR - operational flush handle round in chrome
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Compack Living 90 & 180 - Swing Sliding Door System
Designed to increase interior space in small environments

Compack Living 90 & 180 kit Components
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530520

550

560

500
540

550

Part list

Ref. Q.ty Description

500 1 Compack Living system RH or LH

510 1 Central hinge lower

520 1 Lateral hinge lower for leaf RH or LH

530 1 Lateral hinge lower for jamb RH or LH

540 4 Screw TSP trx ø 4x20

550 16 Screw TSP trx ø 4x30

560 1 Invisible hinge for door leafs alignment

570 1 BL020 Magnetic lock /latch with striker

• No more wasted space.
• Minimum 35mm thick door
• Nothing on the floor (no track required)
• Doors sit on face of wall or 90 degree to jamb
• Up to 50Kg in door weight for both door leafs
• Solid, Semi Solid or hollow core doors
• Tested to 100,000 open / closing cycles
• Available in multiple sizes for multiple door widths
• Easy, quick install (on site or in the factory)
• No conflict between adjacent doors
• Supplied as a complete kit, nothing else required to 

install and use. BYO door and jamb
• 100% designed and made in Italy

Compack Living 90 & 180 Quick Facts
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500
540
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Part list

Ref. Q.ty Description

500 1 Compack Living system RH or LH

510 1 Central hinge lower

520 1 Lateral hinge lower for leaf RH or LH

530 1 Lateral hinge lower for jamb RH or LH

540 4 Screw TSP trx ø 4x20

550 16 Screw TSP trx ø 4x30

560 1 Invisible hinge for door leafs alignment

570 1 BL020 Magnetic lock /latch with striker
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Bellevue Architectural
954 Glenhuntly Road
Caulfield South Vic 3161 Australia

www.bellevuearch.com.au 
Ph:  03 9571 5666
info@bellevuearch.com.au

All images used for illustration purposes only. Celegon 
Space saving Door Systems Range: Catalogue  10/19


